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INTRODUCTION
This thesis is the result of years of effort on the part ofmy art instructors
to get me to focus. I have always been drawn to experimentwith different
techniques and ideas, all at the same time. It was, therefore, very difficult forme
to settle upon one theme, one body ofwork that was conceptually and visually
cohesive. I spent the better part ofmy first year in graduate school wildly
moving from one idea to another, experimenting with every technique for
working with glass that I could come up with. Itwasn't until the end ofmy third
quarter that I began to recognize concepts that had been recurring in my work
for the past few years. My personal struggles were reflected inmy work again
and again, specificallymy struggle to allowmyself to be vulnerable, a struggle
which on some level is universal.
As awoman in our present society, I have received, and subsequently
project, mixed messages in terms of establishing independence and requiring
protection. Personally, I sometimes find myself trying so hard to stand strong
and be independent that I am afraid to let go, to let people in, tomakemistakes,
or show signs of vulnerability. While Imay not experience the pain associated
with opening up, I also miss out on some of the more rich and emotionally
satisfying interactions. The aim of this body ofwork is to explore the
overwhelming urge that people have to protect themselves from pain, either
physical or emotional. I have attempted to visually display the confining nature
of barriers which are erected to give protection and support. These sculptures
were thus intended to project both fragility and strength. Glass was an ideal
choice in that it can appear solid and massive as well as fragile and easily
shattered. It is intended tometaphorically embody the human spirit. The use of
strong contrast in these sculptures is intended to emphasize the duality in our
own existence, and to express tension. The other materials used were chosen
specifically for their striking contrast to glass and for their associationwith
prison buildings and industrialization.
ARTISTIC INFLUENCES
Iwas exposed to a great deal of art as a child, especially while we lived in
Germany for a year when I was eleven. I remember quite clearly traveling
around Europe and being dragged to what, at that time, I felt was an overload of
museums. I even learned about religions through art. Having been raised in an
atheist environment, itwasn't until numerous visits to churches to see the
architecture and artwork that I learned about the Bible. I clearly remember
looking at paintings and stained glass windows in churches and havingmy
mother recount tome the Bible stories depicted in the paintings. I loved these
parables and believe that this has had a lasting impression onme in terms of
seeing art as a vehicle for communication; a way to tell one's stories.
Although this first exposure to artwas through narrativework, the work
which later interested me most tended to be more abstract, verging on
minimalism, while still retaining signs of the maker. Duringmy first year of
graduate school I had the opportunity to see a retrospective exhibit ofMartin
Puryear's work in Philadelphia. I was overwhelmed by the sense of history and
emotion achieved by some of his very simple forms. Additionally, since I tend to
work concurrently on different types ofwork, I was heartened to see such a wide
variety of styles to his work. In his sculptures, simple relationships between
volume, line and color become poetic (figure 1). He states that "the strongest
work for me embodies contradiction, which allows for emotional
Figure 1. Bower, Martin Puryear, 1980
tension and the ability to contain opposed ideas."1 This is clearly evident in his
work and is somethingwhich I have tried to achieve in my body of work.
I also find the work ofHoward Ben Tre (figure 2) extremely forceful. His
work has been accurately described as "indebted to the purist esthetics and
reductive forms ofMinimalism, but [are] charged with personal and universal
content and references, resulting in powerful works thatmanage to speak to a
broad audience and yet still maintain the integrity of his unique vision."2 His
work references ancient ruins and industrial mechanisms, leading the mind to
journey into the past as well as pondering the future. The human scale of some of
his sculpture leads us also to identify with these objects as figures, possessing
gestural qualities meshed with an industrial sense. I was also inspired by his use
of cast glass combined with metal. I have tried to learn from his harmonious
union of two materials which are so dissimilar.
Beverly Pepper's later work (figure 3) is created with a similar esthetic but
on amoremonumental scale. I enjoy her use of simple forms imbued with
emotion through hermanipulation of form, light, and negative space. "Her
sculptures may be read as timeless references that nevertheless maintain a vital
dialogue between past and present, between primary sculptural formswhether
geometric or organic-and the antecedents of ceremonial
1Martin Puryear, "Conversations with Martin
Puryear," interview by Hugh M.
Davies and Helaine Posner, Martin Purvear. ed. Karen Koehler,
(Worcester,Mass.: Commonwealth Press for University of Massachusetts at
Amherst, University Gallery, 1984) 23.
2Iinda L Johnson, essay for Howard Ben Tre by Howard Ben Tre (n.p.:
Meridian Printing, 1988) n.p.
Figure 2. 8th Figure , Howard Ben Tre, 1988
Figure 3. Normano Column, Beverly Pepper, 1980
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architecture."3 I find her work invests the surrounding area with a sense of
power and timelessness.
3Douglas G. Schultz, introduction to Beverly Pepper; Sculpture in Place by
Rosalind E. Krauss (New York: Abeville Press for the Albright-KnoxArt
Gallery, 1986) 18.
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DISCUSSION OF THE SCULPTURES
Uncertainty and danger are natural parts of life. For this reason, over the
years we learn to be wary, to create our facades, to protect ourselves. These forms
of protection, however, can undermine our ability to enjoy new experiences.
While aware of this, it can still be difficult to venture beyond the familiar. This
group of sculptures depicts varying stages of awareness of these issues. Habitude
(figure 4), addresses the hesitancy to break from habit or complacency with
uncomfortable circumstances. I chose to use the image of a cradle or rocker for
the base of this sculpture in order to create a sense of imbalance or uncertainty as
well as a reference to the nurturing environment of our childhood. Because one
does not usually associate lifeless concrete with a nurturing environment, the use
of such an industrial material for this image lends a sense of irony. Set into the
concrete base is sand-cast glass, oval in form, with a hole through the center. The
colorless glass is translucentwith a battuto (hammered) texture on one side
(figure 5) and an undulating sandy texture on the other side. These textures were
used to create a soft sensual feel to the glass. Although the glass is solid and
heavy, its delicate nature lends a fragile quality to the piece. The glass is not
completely enclosed by the metal bars, yet remains in this cold, hard
environment.
Sentient (figure 6 and 7) contains the most aggressive and literal
representation of entrapment and protection in this body ofwork. The central
form is circular and is, once again, sand-cast glass with a hole in the center. One
Photo by Geoffrey Tesch
Figure 4. Habitude
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Photo by Geoffrey Tesch
Figure 5. Habitude, detail
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Photo by Geoffrey Tesch
Figure 6. Sentient
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Photo by Geoffrey Tesch
Figure 7. Sentient, detail
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side has an organic, uneven texture while the other side is smooth with visible
cracks radiating from the center. The cracks give the rather large and weighty
glass form a sense of vulnerability. It is supported by two geometric concrete
columns with a gap between them. Emanating from the concrete and
surrounding the glass is a forest of forged steel rods which are rough and
threatening. I forged them into sharp points and placed them in such a way as to
strike out towards the viewer while simultaneously entrapping the glass, thus
serving as a barrier to both protect and contain it. In terms of stages of self
awareness, Sentient is just at the point of becoming aware, still imprisoned in its
own armor. It was created at roughly human scale to induce the viewer to
identify with it, to feel personally threatened by the spikes and simultaneously
empathize with its plight. The large scale and dangerous quality of this piece
evokes an immediate visceral response.
As one becomes aware of barriers; personal, cultural, or otherwise , one
might develop the urge to move beyond these barriers. If I Venture (figure 8)
represents a tentative venture beyond confinement, questioning what lies
beyond. For this piece, the sharp spikes and large scale were discarded to
provide a more intimate setting and less threatening tenor for this symbolic first
peek out of the cage. This sculpture is formed by a circular enclosure of steel rods
held together by two concrete rings. The glass form is suspended in the center,
held on either side by the concrete. The glass comes to a point and protrudes
slightly through the concrete on either side. The central portion of the glass has a
texture which winds around it, reminding one of growth rings on a tree,
implying a history of change and movement. The ends of the piece are highly
polished, allowing light into the glass and perhaps a view out.
My natural defenses and unconscious signals can sometimes create
14
Photo by Geoffrey Tesch
Figure 8. IfI Venture
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extremely uncomfortable circumstances formyself. At times in my life, I have felt
that I ammy own worst enemy. Internal Peril (figure 9) is a depiction of our own
protective layering as just that, the enemy. I chose to use a steel and concrete
structure similar in form to that of If I Venture, but placed it vertically creating a
reference to a bird cage, preventing any possibility of flight. The cage is
constructed of roughly hewn, forged steel held together by cement rings at top
and bottom. The glass contained within the top ring streams down like an icicle,
hanging over sharp steel points which jut up out of the bottom. The cage
provides support for the glass, keeping it safe from the steel points below, but the
steel rods that form the cage also extend into the concrete at the bottom and
curve upward to form the sharp, dangerous points (figure 10). The steel
structure thus provides simultaneously the element of support and the element
of danger. When lit from above, the highly polished ends of the glass cone draw
light into the piece creating the illusion that it is glowing from within, shining
brightly despite its cage.
The last sculpture formy thesis exhibit (figure 11) is the final stage of the
progression depicted in this grouping; that of a desire to push beyond the
boundaries. Because Iwanted to set a futuristic tone, I chose to imbue this
sculpture with a much more industrial sense. The glass is pale blue in color with
a smooth satin surface. It is translucent but not transparent, relinquishing the
vulnerability produced by the ability to look into the piece. The density of the
glass and slick surface give it an aura of strength. The glass is supported by two
forged, spiked, steel rings which are lashed to the piece with a web of iron wire. I
wanted the wire to hold the form together and provide a pattern and evidence of
the making of the piece. The act ofwrapping the piece took time and repetition
which is clearly evident in the density of the wire bundles. While the wire forms
16
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Figure 9. Internal Peril
Figure 10. Internal Peril, detail
Photo by Geoffrey Tesch
Photo by Geoffrey Tesch
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Photo by Geoffrey Tesch
Figure 11. untitled
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a distinct pattern, it is woven with irregularity giving evidence of the human
touch to the otherwise sharp and industrial form. The wire wrapping evokes
images of hand made baskets and drums as well as industrial cables, calling into
question the relationship between nature and technology. The glass bulges out
where the wire is wrapped, and on the sides extends well beyond the steel
enclosed area as if growing out of these taught bonds.
19
CONCLUSION
In general, I am happy with the way this body ofworkmatured and was
very pleased with the response at the thesis show. The different stages of
awareness seemed to be clearly read by those I spoke with. Many of the women,
in particular, seemed to identify with the emotions and concerns dealtwith in
this series of work. It was also surprising to me howmany students both male
and female were touching on similar issues in their work. I can only conclude
that in this time of redefining of our gender roles, many people are having
difficulty adapting. Men are being taught to be more sensitive, women to be
more competitive and independent, both unsure of this new ground and the new
rules for interaction. This uncertainty, coupled with the estrangement caused by
the ever increasingmechanization of our society, has produced new layers of
walls between us and a subsequent lack of intimacy. In making this series of
work, I was able to examine more closely the difficulties that I have in pulling
back the layers, and letting people in. I look forward to continuing to explore
these issues and this marriage of glass and metal.
20
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
The Process for Casting the Large Concrete Forms
One difficulty I had in workingwith Habitude and Sentient was that the
concrete was extremely heavy. To reduce the weight of the concrete forms I
made them with a foam core so that the concrete was no more than 1 1/2" to 2"
thick. I found the pieces were still too heavy when using ready to mix concrete,
therefore I mixedmy own concrete using a lightweight aggregate. The
proportions were 5 parts aggregate, 2 parts sand, 3 parts cement. I added a
commercially available powdered concrete dye to the dry mixture for Habitude.
For Sentient, I painted the surface after curing using a sponge and extremely
dilute acrylic paint.
Themolds for the concrete were made with plywood. The curved areas
were shaped with Styrofoam which was inset into the plywood mold and the
holes for the steel rods were created using wooden dowels which were removed
from the concrete while itwas still wet roughly 8-10 hours after the form was
poured.
The Process Used for Sand-casting
The glass portion ofHabitude and Sentientwere cast using a method called
bonded C02 sand-casting. The form to be cast is usually modeled in clay first
and while still wet is covered with a mixture of sand and a liquid rigidizer
(sodium silicate). Themold is then exposed to C02which activates the rigidizer
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and themold becomes hard at which point the clay positive can be dug out of the
mold. This hard sand mold is then ready to havemolten glass poured into it or it
can be carved for additional detail. I used Styrofoam rather than clay to create
my form. It was quicker and more accurate given the size and simplicity of the
forms Iwanted to cast. I made the Styrofoam forms solid; without the hole
through the center. Instead, Imade a separate form out of copper flashing which
would be placed in the mold to create the hole in the center. This copper form
was filled with a 50/50 plaster /silica investment so that itwould not collapse
when the glass was poured around it. A container was then constructed which
was
2" deeper and 2" wider all around than the Styrofoam form. I used 2" thick
foam to form the base and then wrapped tar paper around it. Next, sodium
silicate was mixed with grade one silica sand. More sodium silicate in the
mixture creates a hardermold, however, toomuch can cause it to bond with the
glass and crack the glass. After some testing I found that 6% sodium silicate
would work best for my needs. This mixture was placed into the container and
the foam positive was then pressed into the sand and the sand packed tightly
around it. Quarter inch wooden dowels were then placed around the sides and
bottom of the mold to create holes where the nozzle which emits theC02would
be inserted. Releasing the gas all around the mold in this way insures that the
C02 permeates the entire mold and that the entire mold becomes rigid. Some
dowels were placed vertically; equally spaced around the form extending
through the sand to the bottom of the container. Other dowels were also placed
horizontally, at the base of the mold, piercing the tar paper and radiating
towards the center of themold. Next the Styrofoam positive was pulled out of
the sand mold and the copper form was pressed down into the center so that it
would set into place when the sand became rigid. The entire mold was then
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placed in a large plastic bag in preparation for adding the gas. The C02 tank had
to be fitted with a regulator and hose which extended into a piece of copper
refrigerator tubing into which small holes had been drilled so that the gas would
be dispersed all along themetal probe Thewooden dowels were then removed
and this probe was then placed into the mold. With the bag closed around the
hose, gas was released for roughly 20 seconds into each of the holes. I then filled
the bagwhich enclosed themold one more time and tied it off to sit for an hour.
At this time the entire mold was rigid, the bag, tar paper and foam base could be
removed I chose to alter themolds at this point and carved the to create an
organic surface on the glass.
The Process Used for Kiln-casting
The glass portion of the two untitled pieces were bothmade using the
kiln-casting process. One clay original was used tomake all these glass forms.
The buff color clay was first thrown solid on a wooden bat. It was then covered
with a one inch layer of plaster-based investmentwhich was in turn covered
with a half inch layer of refractory cement (AP Green KS-4 PLUS). To prepare the
mold for investing, a small dam wall about
2" high had been placed around the
claymold about a half inch away from it and backed up with small bead ofwet
clay to prevent leaking. The investmentwhich I used was one part Pottery
Plaster #1, one part 300 mesh silica flour, and one part dental plaster (Miles Inc.
T-60). These ingredients weremixed dry and then sifted over water in a 5 gallon
bucket until amound of drymaterial appears over the water. I do not measure
the amount ofwater I use. Having made many plaster molds in the past I am
able to judge by eye roughly howmuch water willmake enough investment for
my piece. Themixture was then allowed to stand for 2-3 minutes until all the dry
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material was soaked up. The materials weremixed by hand until an even
consistencywas reached. While the investment is still quite liquid, I pour a small
amount of it over the mold and tap the wooden bat gently to remove air bubbles.
This splash coat forms a thin layer over the piece with no bubbles. I then wait for
the investment to thicken up to the consistency of thick cream or peanut butter so
that I can slather it on by hand and it will maintain its form. The piece is then
covered evenly with a half inch layer of investmentwith a littlemore at the top to
form a flat base on which it can sitwhen turned over. When the investment
becomes hard the tar paper is removed and a putty knife used to clean up the
edges and remove any sharp or uneven spots. The refractory cement is then
placed in a shallow metal container (I used a 50 gallon drum which I had cut in
halfwith an oxy/acetylene torch) and water slowly added and mixed in until it
becomes a rather thick creamy consistency. The investmentmold is then wet
downwithwater so that the cement will stick to the sides and the cement is
applied by hand to form a half inch layer all around. Thick rubber glovesmust be
used when applying the cement as it is extremely caustic to the skin. The entire
mold is then covered with plastic and allowed to stand undisturbed for a day.
The plasticmay then be removed and after another 24 hours the mold can be
turned over and the wooden bat pulled upward removing the clay positive from
the investment. After themold dries for about a week it is ready to be cast. It is
placed with the opening up on a bed of sand in the kiln. When themold has
reached temperature it is filled with glass frit(small pieces of broken glass). If
smaller size glass frit is used the final piece will be more opaque. Larger chunks
of glass will produce a more translucent product. I chose glass frit about the size
of a kernel of corn for Internal Peril and slightly smaller frit for the untitled piece.
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